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ABSTRACT 

English Studies manage the Postcolonial ideas since writing has been mirroring the effect of the pioneer rule. The most 

nations have been under provincial standard; however they have the autonomy actually follow their political framework, 

schooling framework, culture and so on. The slave medicines of the British have existed for multiple hundred years by have 

a striking impact of colonization. They likewise ransacked the abundance from India, abused the ladies and kids. Prejudice 

assumed fundamental part, imperialistic demeanor towards locals and their properties actually withstand in the 

personalities of Indians. They ruled colonized in culture, monetary, language and legislative issues. Bharti Kirchner's 

clever Goddess of Fire sets up Postcolonial sway in clear picture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The term Postcolonialism has been created in 1990's and it is related with colonialism, the force predominance over 

colonized by the colonizer. Colonization of British in India had an extraordinary effect in Indian history. Despite the fact 

that the British have left India however their impressions actually withstand to Indians. Colonization carried the two 

benefits and negative marks to this land. The benefits like correspondence, transport, training, drugs are prospered, 

industrialization further developed creation and cleanliness propensities are improved.   

A Postcolonial concentrate on manages the impact of colonization on the colonizer and the colonized culture. 

These sorts of effects have been examined by the Postcolonial scholar like Fanon, Said, Homi Bhabha, Spivak. (Peter 

Barry Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory, 185) Today's intriguing provisions of English 

writing is the blast of postcolonial written works. Literary works in English dependent on colonized social orders and its 

effect have led to an extraordinary scope of hypothetical thoughts, ideas, issues and discussions.  

The components Postcolonial impacts have been tended to in articles, expositions and books. (The Postcolonial 

Studies Reader). As an Indian American Bharti Kirchner would have sense the effect of colonization and she mirrors in her 

work Goddess of Fire . This paper is an endeavor to dissect life time battle of the hero Moorti through the postcolonial 

perspective. The original Goddess of Fire shows the misery and resurrection of the hero 'Moorti' during the time of 

colonization of British. The act of widow consumed alongside her better half's dead body is called as 'Sati'. Sati is broadly 

polished in India culture against ladies.  
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The original open with night before the burial service fire (sati), the hero Moorti just seventeen years of age has 

been hauled to fire by her brother by marriage and his child. Both forced their predominance over her being a weak lady 

she can't battle against them ( Bharti Kirchner, Goddess of Fire, 1). She wishes to live long however she has been 

compelled to scarify her life. Moorti yearned for her mom's voice and she feels that her mom can help her. Moorti mother 

surges towards the crowed in the burial service function and she attempts to save Moorti by asked to her better half's 

family members. Be that as it may, they quit worrying about her and proceed with their service. Moorti petitions goddess 

Ganga Devi to do some marvel to save her. Lamentably her desire has been fulfilled by the Englishman named Job 

Charnock. She has been toward a mind-blowing finish, there happens a supernatural occurrence. Unexpectedly there comes 

Englishman and his colleagues who went to her town for their exchange. They are against Sati framework, they doesn't 

care for the little youngster to be scarifies in the fire. So they attempt to save her and there is a question among the locals 

(colonized) and the Englishmen (colonizer). However, the heroin of the clever Moorti has been saved by Job Charnock, the 

Englishman. Occupation Charnock, specialist of the English East Indian Company finds hard to articulate her name 

'Moorti' particularly the Indian sound delicate 'T' sound so he renamed her as 'Maria'.  

This shows the imperialistic mentality and force of strength over India and Indian dialects by the Englishmen. 

This change of her name creates feeling of lose and personality emergency. As of now she has been underestimated by her 

male ruled society and she has been twofold minimized by Englishman. She has been eliminated from her general public 

and culture since she is alive. She has a fulfillment that she has a chance to lead another period of existence with new 

personality. Occupation Charnock illuminates her that Englishmen are against Sati framework and he, at the end of the 

day, is likewise against that framework. He likewise added that they perceive widow remarriage.  

This perspectives expresses that their regard and worry for ladies. Moorti felt unapproachable when she is called 

by the name 'Maria' and sense the deficiency of her selfidentity. Be that as it may, she persuaded herself as though she has 

renewed in new life as Maria. ( Bharti Kirchner, Goddess of Fire, 20) Job Charnock, the Englishman extends to her an 

employment opportunity as a cook at his industrial facility. However Moorti doesn't care for work, she acknowledge his 

proposition. The Moorti has picked plant work since, in such a case that she gets back to her town, she will be abused by 

her significant other's family and the locals. She will be considered as sick sign and they won't give food to her. She will be 

confined in the public places and wearing brilliant saris. At long last they will clean cut her head consistently and will not 

her to remarry anyone ever, however she is so youthful.  

This is the awful specially polished by the upper station Hindus in the male centric culture and it is obvious in the 

clever Goddess of Fire. In her new manner she faces numerous deterrents and needs to cross her difficulties. She is the 

main young lady in the kitchen of the production line and her compensation is extremely low. She will be given food one 

time per day however she needs to buckle down for the duration of the day. Residency dispensed for her actual most 

noticeably terrible and hazardous. Whenever she is attempted to be assaulted however some way or another she has figured 

out how to get away. This sort of circumstance left for her as well as for different ladies laborers as well. They have 

endured parcel yet they stayed in the processing plant due to their destitution. The English East organization utilizes the 

neediness and persistently takes advantage of works and never give them rest. On the off chance that anyone raises their 

voice against the position they will be rebuffed intensely or killed. However they are abused, they stay detached like a 

slave under the English Sahibs for their family. 
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This go about as a proof of mistreatment of colonizer over colonized. Then, at that point she has confronted her 

relatives' lethal end. When she attempted to save her siblings from the Dutch East India Company where they were 

fortified works. Be that as it may, they are discovered dead as exposed and physically attacked. This evil human movement 

makes a scar to her and demands the absence of laborers' privileges. The clever Goddess of Fire additionally shows how 

the British need to set up their force in India by their exchange business.  

The Nawab's are in order during that period under the standard of the Emperor Aurangzeb and the Dutch is top in 

exchange. Occupation Charnock is benevolent yet in some cases he also overrules the representatives for the benefit of 

Council. Yet, the hero Maria advances her situation as a translator by learning English language and helps Job Charnock's 

manufacturing plant to work on the exchange by her keen mentality. She additionally wins the core of Job Charnock and 

wedded him. Be that as it may, the Sahibs at the manufacturing plant are not ready to acknowledge her because of her tone 

and Hindu religion. She has confronted bigotry issue all through her transporter in any event, during her marriage. In 

process of everything working out their organization has been obliterated by Nawab rule due their opposition in the 

exchange. Then, at that point they attempted to get away and build up new little organization at Hooghly and it is effective. 

Then, at that point during Job Charnock disease the British Council has offered capacity to Maria to embrace the 

organization and she is effective in this movement as well.  

At last she has plan of expanding the organization and government assistance of the local individuals and she 

stretches out her proposition to the British Council. In any case, the board changes her arrangement and made deal that 

orders to construct an organization which bars work of locals and their government assistance. Occupation Charnock being 

Britisher (colonizer) and individuals from the Council acknowledge the arrangement made by the Council. Be that as it 

may, Maria being local (colonized) strikingly denied both the Council and Job Charnock request.  

Later Job Charnock understood his shortcomings and again demand the Council to consider on Maria's 

proposition and he prevail in it. Finally both joined together and discovered a town where schooling, laborers rights, 

creation, studios and different necessities satisfied through the British board is prospered (Bharti Kirchner, Goddess of 

Fire, 319). The entire novel Goddess of Fire uncovers the difficulty of the locals (colonized) and the force of the colonizers 

to withstand in the land. The imperialistic mentalities of the colonizers are obviously beautiful in the novel, yet there are 

some beneficial outcomes sprinkled in the clever Goddess of Fire. Bharti Kirchner has made self inspired and striking hero 

who sustained herself and the general public. 
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